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On Being Called Out of One's Name

Indexical Bleaching as a Technique of Deracialization

MARY BUCHOLZ

In a skit from the Comedy Central show *Key and Peele*, Keegan-Michael Key, a comedian of African American and European American heritage, plays Mr. Garvey, a black substitute teacher from the inner city, taking roll in a suburban high school classroom. As Mr. Garvey calls the name of each of the white students in the room, however, it becomes clear that what is at issue is more than a matter of simply taking attendance. After insisting on the pronunciation of *Jacqueline* as [ˈdʒeɪk lwelən] and *Blake* as [bɔˈluˌkej], he goes on to a third student:

(1) Mr. Garvey: Denise. ˈ[ˈdiˌnajs]

  <cut to Denise, leaning on hand; she looks downward, then up at Mr. Garvey>
  Mr. Garvey: Is there a Denise? ˈ[ˌdiˌnajs]

  <cut to long shot of Denise, leaning on hand and frowning>
  Mr. Garvey: <shaking head> If one of y'all, says some silly-ass name, this whole class is gon. Feel. My. Wrath. Now. Denise. ˈ[diˌnajs]

  Denise: <raises hand slightly> Do you mean Denise? ˈ[dəˈnis]

  Mr. Garvey: Son of a bitch! <breaks clipboard in two across his knee>

  <cut to Denise, wincing>
  Mr. Garvey: <points to Denise> You say your name right. Right now.

  Denise: Denise? ˈ[dəˈnis]

  Mr. Garvey: <rapidly> Say it right.

  Denise: =Denise. ˈ[dəˈnis]

  Mr. Garvey: =Correctly.

  Denise: =Denise. ˈ[dəˈnis]
Mr. Garvey: =Right.=
Denise: =Denise.=

Mr. Garvey: =Right.
Denise: <tightens lips, shakes head> Denise. <[di'naɪs]>
Mr. Garvey: <extends arms> That's better.
<Denise sighs>
Mr. Garvey: Thank you.
<Denise rolls eyes, shakes head>
Mr. Garvey: Now, <looks at paper> Aaron! <[ʔej]ʔej rʊn>
<cut to Aaron, looking anxious>

This skit brilliantly parodies an all-too-common practice in American classrooms: the renaming, denaming, and misnaming of students from linguistically marginalized and ethnocracially minoritized backgrounds. In the skit’s neat reversal, it is majority students, those with “simple,” “normal,” “American” names, who are forced to undergo this process of public shaming and renaming. And although as comedy Key’s performance remains safely in the domain of farce rather than tragedy, it calls pointed attention to an experience of identity theft that for many American schoolchildren can be both traumatizing and dehumanizing. Judith Butler calls such politicized uses of language that have the potential to harm others “injurious speech.” As she states, “To be injured by speech is to suffer a loss of context, that is, not to know where you are…. one can be ‘put in one’s place’ by such speech, but such a place may be no place” (1997, 4). Likewise, loss of context and social displacement are central to the African American expression from which I take my title, to call someone out of their name, which means to defame or insult, particularly through name calling (cf. Smitherman 1994, 75).

Scholars of language and culture have long recognized that names involve intertwined issues of personhood and power (e.g., Rymes 2001; Vom Bruck and Bodenhorn 2006). Given the power of naming as a performative act of interpersion that renders the bearer culturally recognizable as a social subject (Butler 1997), such research abundantly demonstrates that names are not merely referential forms that pick out specific individuals, as has often been discussed in the philosophy of language. Rather, they are also, and more importantly, indexical forms, with social meanings that are intimately tied to the contexts of their use. Hence a particular name may simultaneously index such sociocultural positionality as gender, generation, ethnicity, religion, region, class, kinship, and more.

Because indexical meanings are contextual, they are constantly subject to change. Sociocultural linguists have begun to investigate the processes that lead indexical forms to acquire new levels and ranges of social meaning over time (Eckert 2008; Johnstone et al. 2006; Silverstein 2003). However, the converse phenomenon, whereby an index sheds part of its social meaning, is less well understood. Lauren Squires (2012) has proposed the concept of indexical bleaching—on analogy with the linguistic concept of semantic bleaching—to characterize this process in the circulation of a media catchphrase. In this chapter, I argue that indexical bleaching may also be used as a technique of deracialization, or the stripping of contextually marked ethnocracial meaning from an indexical form. The deracializing potential of indexical bleaching enables white teenagers to appropriate black youth slang without claiming an affiliation with black youth culture (Bucholtz 2011). And this same technique allows the literal reshaping of ethnocracially marked names—phonologically, orthographically, and even lexically—in ways that reduce their ethnocracial specificity. As the Key and Peele parody that opens this chapter demonstrates, the indexical bleaching of a marked name is often imposed by a cultural outsider. At other times, however, renaming may be a more or less agentic choice on the part of the name’s bearer; as Butler argues, despite the capacity of language to harm, language is itself vulnerable to challenge and redefinition, so its power is not total.

This chapter examines the interplay of structural power and individual agency as Latina youth in California confront the politics of renaming in their lives. Focusing on the everyday, institutional, and political responses of bilingual Chicana teenagers whose names have been subject to indexical bleaching, the analysis demonstrates the agentic capacity of socioculturally subordinated young people to critically reflect on and challenge the hegemonic language ideology that denies them the right to their own names.

“Names That Make Us Strangers to Ourselves”

It is particularly at the borders where ethnocracialized groups come into contact that names become sites of negotiation and struggle over cultural difference, linguistic autonomy, and the right to self-definition. It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that racialized processes of renaming have received a great deal of attention among professionals concerned with teaching English to immigrants and international students, where this issue arises daily (Edwards 2006; Taylor-Mendes 2003). To be sure, individuals may take the opportunity to assert their complex cultural identities by selecting a new and often highly creative or personally meaningful name (Heffernan 2010; Kim 2007; McPherron 2009). But as can be seen in governmental renaming projects around the world, within institutional contexts individuals’ names must be “legible” to the state and are therefore subject to its authority (Scott et al. 2002). In the context of U.S. schooling,
institutional legibility typically requires that a personal name be recognizable, or at least pronounceable or adaptable to a form more familiar to institutional representatives.

The phenomenon of being positioned by educational institutions as having a “funny name” is so widespread in the United States that it is a common trope in the now-substantial literary genre of immigrant memoirs. Such narratives are replete with accounts of the mispronunciation or displacement of a given name that is “too hard” or “too foreign.” For a handful of immigrants, the acceptance of an “Americanized” name may be experienced as an opportunity to seize the American dream: Chicano author Richard Rodriguez, for example, declares in his pro-assimilationist autobiography Hunger of Memory, “The social and political advantages I enjoy as a man result from the day that I came to believe that my name, indeed, is Rich-heard Road-ree-guess” (1982, 27). Nevertheless, the vast majority of authors recount feelings of personal loss, not gain, associated with the indexical bleaching of their names; as Evi Hoffman, a Jewish immigrant from Poland to Canada, writes, these imposed remanings are “names that make us strangers to ourselves” (1989, 105). For Rodriguez and Hoffman, renaming was largely a matter of anglicization, but more ethnically marked names may be subject to extreme linguistic violence in the form of phonological mutilation or wholesale erasure. Thus Iranian American author Firoozeh Dumas (2003, 66–67) recalls being addressed as “Fritzi Dumbass at the doctor’s office as an adult, and as a child being dismissively referred to by a friend’s mother as merely ‘the F-word.’ Little wonder that Dumas elected to be known as Julie until her college years.

Debates over naming rights have even entered the public sphere, as when President Barack Obama, himself no stranger to the complex racial politics of names, nominated federal judge Sonia Sotomayor to the Supreme Court. In response, conservative commentator Mark Krikorian (2009) asserted that Americans should not be expected to try to pronounce her name correctly, as [sotomaˈjor]:

Deferring to people’s own pronunciation of their names should obviously be our first inclination, but there ought to be limits. Putting the emphasis on the final syllable of Sotomayor is unnatural in English. . . . [O]ne of the areas where conformity is appropriate is how your new countrymen say your name, since that’s not something the rest of us can just ignore, unlike what church you go to or what you eat for lunch. And there are basically two options—the newcomer adapts to us, or we adapt to him. And multiculturalism means there’s a lot more of the latter going on than there should be.

Never mind the fact that Sotomayor is by no means a “newcomer” to the United States, having been born and raised in the Bronx; for observers like Krikorian, the pronunciation of her name marks her as permanently different from “the rest of us” and hence must be replaced with a deracialized version.

Such views, however, have not gone unchallenged. In a 2005 decision, the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of Mamdouh El-Hakem’s claim of racial discrimination in the workplace, on the basis of the fact that his employer insisted on calling him “Manny” over his repeated objections. In its ruling, the court noted, “Defendants argue that they could not be held liable for intentionally discriminating on the basis of race . . . , because the name ‘Manny’ is not a racial epithet. We disagree with Defendants’ premise. . . . A group’s ethnic characteristics encompass more than its members’ skin color and physical traits. Names are often a proxy for race and ethnicity” (El-Hakem v. RJV, Inc. 2005).

The exertion of hegemonic power upon one’s name is an experience by no means unique to immigrants and their descendants. African Americans and Native Americans were forcibly stripped of their names as part of historical processes of racial subjugation (Benson 2006; Stuckey and Murphy 2001). Under colonialism, both groups were literally christened with European names, and even well into the twentieth century European Americans retained what Maya Angelou calls the “racist habit” (1969, 43) of renaming African Americans, as illustrated by her white employer’s insistence on calling her “Mary.” African Americans from Sojourner Truth and Frederick Douglass to Malcolm X and Muhammad Ali have pushed back against this form of political subordination, rejecting names imposed through a history of slavery and adopting new names—or symbolically marking a lost African name with the Nation of Islam X (Lincoln 1994)—as a form of public self-definition. Meanwhile, Native Americans may use anglicized personal and/or surnames in institutional settings while preserving the names given to them by their families for ingroup cultural contexts (e.g., Kroskrity 1993).

But if naming is a political issue, is it truly a racial issue? After all, the practice of adapting new lexical items, including names, to native phonology has long been recognized as a general cross-linguistic phenomenon (Weinreich [1953] 1970). In the context of the white West, however, this process is also closely bound up with race. Jane Hill (1993) notes that the hyperanglicized pronunciation of words seen as other-than-English is a fundamental strategy of white racial dominance through language, as she demonstrates with respect to Mock Spanish, a jocular Anglo version of Spanish. Anticipating part of Hill’s argument nearly two decades earlier, John Lipski (1976) suggests that the hyperanglicized pronunciation not only of ethnically marked names but also of ethnic and national labels, such as Italian as [i:təlˈtʃɛn], Arab as [‘æɾæb], and Vietnam is [ˌvijəˈnɑːm], is peculiar to outgroup members with negative attitudes toward the groups in question (see also Hall-Lew et al. 2010). Despite white speakers’ protestations that their use of Mock Spanish is not racist but simply fun-loving, Hill persuasively argues that pronunciation strategies that trivialize nondominant
languages indexically reproduce racial hegemony. Indeed, simply uttering a name may invoke boundaries of ingroup and outgroup, with mispronunciation signaling nonmembership in an ethnic category, and correction of such mispronunciations displaying ethnic membership (Markaki et al. 2010, 1529).

To be sure, many white people also have "funny names." I have a notoriously unpronounceable name of my own, which led me to propose as a freshman in high school that my entire family change its name to "Beechwood"—a German speaker had informed me that this was the most likely translation of my questionably spelled surname. But while my German and Polish immigrant ancestors doubt faced confusion and even mockery for their names, their ethnic otherness quickly abated as they were incorporated into the racial structures of working-class whiteness. Meanwhile, for members of groups that continue to be ethnicized and racialized, naming remains a focal point for indexical bleaching, whereby acts of linguistic racism and violence are perpetrated on a daily basis, often without redress or consequence.

Notwithstanding analyses that frame the primary issue as the linguistic "problem" or "difficulty" facing the native speaker who is forced to deal with a "foreign" name (Rosenhouse 2000), it is clear that it is the bearer of a name who carries the heaviest responsibility for the "public management of name pronunciation" (Wolf et al. 1996, 415). Those with linguistically problematized names must develop a set of strategies for dealing with this situation, from clarifying their name through spelling or rhyming terms to altering the pronunciation toward the hegemonic phonological system to selecting a different name altogether, yielding what Riki Thompson (2006) terms a "binominal identity." Regardless of an individual's solution to the problem of misnaming, however, none of these strategies should be seen as either simple linguistic accommodation or coerced cultural assimilation. Rather, all such strategies are acts of ethnoracial agency that claim the right to name oneself as one sees fit in a given context.

In the remainder of this chapter I illustrate this point by examining the issue of Anglo mispronunciation of Spanish-heritage names, drawing on data from a multisited program fostering community engagement and social, linguistic, and educational justice. Based on students' own discussions of names and naming, I argue that personal names are critical sites for reproducing, managing, and undoing the ethnolarial regimes enforced by indexical bleaching.

"That's Not My Name": Youth Negotiations of Naming Rights

The data analyzed below are taken from a research and academic outreach program created in 2009 by faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates at the University of California, Santa Barbara, in collaboration with students, faculty, and other personnel at public high schools in Santa Barbara County, which serve majority working-class Latina/o students. The program, known as SKILLS (School Kids Investigating Language in Life and Society), guides high school students to conduct original research on language use in their friendship groups, families, and local communities and to raise their own and others' awareness of both linguistic diversity and linguistic racism. Because SKILLS is founded on a commitment to sociolinguistic justice (Bucholtz et al. 2014), the student researchers receive mentoring and academic preparation toward college as well as ample opportunities to critically examine and evaluate the politics of language in everyday life. Throughout the program, the question of names has repeatedly emerged as an important issue for the student participants, not simply as an academic topic but as a deeply felt personal matter. The following analysis examines three different instants at two different school sites in which SKILLS students, unprompted by adult researchers and instructors, engaged with the politics of names and naming in their lives.

The following examples illustrate the different positionalities and actions that students may take toward the issue of renaming, from recognition to critique to social activism. The first example is taken from audio data of youth interaction collected in 2011 by two SKILLS student researchers, Edith Reyes and Melinda Sánchez, for their study of slang use at Carpinteria High School, a small, rural high school. The recording involves a schoolyard conversation among a group of junior girls, including Edith, Melinda, their friend Liliana, and a fourth girl who preferred not to have her data included in this study; her speech has been omitted from the transcript, but these gaps do not substantively affect the analysis. In addition, Liliana's name has been changed in the transcript, but the student researchers' names have not, in order to recognize their scholarly contribution. The example opens immediately after Edith jokingly uses an insult term in both English and Spanish phonology, apparently prompting her to reflect on the differences between the two languages.

(2) Carpinteria High School, schoolyard interaction (January 19, 2011)
1 Edith: You know what's funny?
2 Like when you call-
3 Like when you-
4 You know how we ha-
5 when we have a substitute?
6 (0.5)
Edith, who raises the topic of substitute teachers' pronunciation of students' names, takes up a stance of curiosity toward the phenomenon, assessing it as "funny" (line 1), and Liliana implicitly aligns with her (lines 17-18). Liliana, however, takes an upgraded stance: where Edith characterized substitute teachers' pronunciations as merely "different" (line 14), Liliana frames these acts as linguistically injurious to her (line 17: They always do that to me) and flatly states that variant pronunciations are "wrong" (line 18). The stance differential that emerges between the two girls is not pursued for the remainder of the exchange, however, as the group begins to try out different pronunciations of their own and another's names. In this example, Edith adopts the linguistic sensibility fostered by SKILLS by framing the difference between Spanish and English pronunciations as a matter of phonological variation (only Edith and Melinda are participants in the program). Liliana, moreover, goes even further, displaying her own critical language awareness (Alim 2005) as she evaluates some pronunciations of her name as correct and others as incorrect.

In example (2) above, the focus is on others' pronunciation of students' names; in the following example, the converse situation is addressed: how students must adjust the pronunciation of their names in order to be understood by outgroup members. The example is taken from classroom interaction recorded in the 2012 SKILLS program at Santa Barbara High School, a large urban school. Led by two graduate teaching fellows, Eva Wheeler and Meghan Corella Morales, who are both bilingual in Spanish and English, the group has been discussing several feature film clips illustrating the same speaker's use of different accents in different settings. The issue of names only comes up when it is proposed as an example by one of the students in response to a question from Eva. It is clear that this suggestion is unexpected given Eva's surprised response.

(3) Santa Barbara High School, classroom interaction (April 5, 2012)
1 Eva: <off camera> Do you ever,
2 ___ do you ever find yourself,
3 changing your accent [when you're]=
4 Estefania: [== I do. ] <nods>
5 Eva: = speaking with someone?
6 <Raquel nods>
7 ?: Yeah.
8 <Reyna nods>
9 Eva: To be understood,
10 or for other reasons?
11 W-
12  How do you do that?
13  Reyna:    What do you mean,
14  how do you do it?
15  Eva:      Yeah.
16  Like if somebody—
17  ill-
18  In-
19  Do you have an example of like something that you say;
20  <Estefania raises her hand>
21  Eva:    that you have to;
22  Raquel: [Your name?]
23  Eva:    [change your accent] for?
24  Oh-
25  Your name?
26  Raquel: <smiling> Yeah.
27  Girl: <off camera> =Oh [yeah.]
28  Estefania: <lowers hand> [like ] my last [name?]
29  Reyna:  [Oh ] yeah.
30  Estefania: They like,
31  won't understand it unless [###   ]
32  Meghan: <off camera> [Who won't?] Who won't understand it?
33  Estefania: <turning toward Meghan> [Like,]
34  in the office or something?=
35  Eva:      =[Ah!]
36  Estefania: =[(Or the)] teachers=
37  Eva:      =At school.
38  Estefania: I have to say,
39  Gutierrez <[gut’jɛɾez]>,
40  but,=
41  Eva:      =Guti[erre]z <[gut’jɛɾez]>?
42  Estefania: <touces chest> [I:] say Gutierrez <[gu’tjɛɾes]>,
43  because that's how it's supposed to be?
44  Eva:      Gut[erre]z <[gut’jɛɾez]>?
45  Meghan:  [O:h, wow.]
46  Eva:      [O:h, wow.]
48  Raquel: <nods> [It's like the same thing] with me.
49  Marián?: <off camera> Your last name,
50  [##]  = Last name?
52  <Raquel nods>
53  Eva:      Last name?
54  <Reyna nods; Raquel continues to nod>
55  Reyna:  Yeah.
56  Eva:      And is it the same for you?
57  Reyna:  Yeah.
58  Eva:      Reyna?
59  <Reyna nods>
60  Eva:      A:hi!

When Eva asks the students whether they have varied their accent based on their interlocutor, several students immediately respond in the affirmative (lines 4–8). When she asks for an example, before she has even finished her question Estefania raises her hand (line 20) and Raquel proposes, “Your name?” (line 22). Eva displays surprise at this response, but other students immediately align with Raquel, and Estefania goes on to offer an elaboration, followed by further alignment from Raquel and Reyna. Here young people are forced to claim for themselves names that are not their own; in order to be quite literally “culturally intelligible” in Butler’s (1990, 167) sense, they must do linguistic violence to their own names.

Although at this point the instructors returned the discussion to the broader topic of accent and setting, they took note of this issue, and several weeks later, when the students were developing project ideas for their public awareness campaign, they encouraged Estefania, Raquel, and two other students, Diana and Melissa, to pursue the topic of name pronunciation. The video produced by these four student researchers was sparked by the initial discussion in example 3 several weeks earlier.

In the video, as each girl displays a card with the orthographic spelling of her name, she pronounces it in American English phonology; this sequence is then repeated with alternative and increasingly incorrect English pronunciations. When the fourth girl, Estefania, displays her name card for the second time (Figure 15.1a), she simply says dismissively, “I can’t pronounce it” in an unmistakable “Valley Girl” accent, which is often ideologically racialized as white in the California context. Estefania’s embodied performance exemplifies what
available via the SKILLS website (http://www.skills.ucsb.edu). Thus, not only did the videomakers succeed in publicly challenging indexical bleaching by voicing their own pronunciations of their names, but they did so using the academic resources of an educational system that has all too often worked to erase their names and identities.

In these examples, Latina youth engaged with their peers in various forms of sociopolitical critique of the hegemonic language ideologies of their schools and societies. In yielding mangled and unfamiliar versions of their names through the deracializing technique of indexical bleaching, these ideologies strike youth at the very heart of their identities. While the process of phonologically whitening names viewed by the dominant culture as racially and culturally Other continues to be commonplace within the United States, these young people’s linguistic acts of self-naming negotiate, interrogate, and at times quite literally overturn this process.

**Conclusion: Taking Names**

This chapter has taken as its starting point a simple historical fact: As members of politically and linguistically subordinated groups—including indigenous peoples, immigrants, and enslaved Africans and their descendants—have entered into the U.S. ethnoracial system, they have frequently endured the degrading experience of being renamed against their will, whether through processes of mispronunciation, deliberate anglicization, or the outright imposition of a new name. This process indexically bleaches the original name of its ethnoracial specificity and renders it safely deracialized and normative. At the same time, however, many groups and individuals have claimed the right to name themselves, whether by developing ethnoracially distinctive naming practices, maintaining multiple pronunciations and spellings of their name, rejecting an old name or choosing a new name as a political statement, or establishing situationally specific names. Thus the institutional power that imposes a deracialized version of a name is met and at times overmatched by the sociolinguistic agency of those whose names are vulnerable to indexical bleaching. As Butler notes, “The terms by which we are hailed are rarely the ones we choose (and even when we try to impose protocols on how we are to be named, they usually fail); but these terms we never really choose are the occasion for something we might still call agency, the repetition of an originary subordination for another purpose, one whose future is partially open” (1997, 38). Indeed, given the evidence presented in this chapter, we might state the situation even more hopefully: Being called out of one’s name creates the opportunity to publicly re-call one’s own name, to reassert one’s identity in the face of its potential erasure.
The foregoing analysis has demonstrated that often what is at stake in naming rights is a political contest between competing lexical, orthographic, and especially phonological systems. The phonological inventory of a language is intimately tied to the body and hence to the self. It has been widely noted that acquiring a new phonology is the most difficult aspect of second language learning, both because of our embodied habits of language use (Bourdieu 1977) and because of the deep connection of speech sounds to one’s sense of self. Thus it may seem that I am unfairly demanding that all speakers must master an entire set of unfamiliar phonemes from the world’s languages. On the contrary: As a university professor (of linguistics!) who often stumbles over my students’ names, I understand all too well the difficulties facing speakers who are unable to produce or even approximate the acoustic and articulatory shapes of other languages.

The fundamental issue, however, is not a speaker’s language abilities but her or his language ideologies. In light of the ethnoracial hierarchy that continues to govern linguistic practice in the United States, ethnoracial misnaming cannot be dismissed as a simple linguistic process of phonological nativization or an inevitable social process of cultural assimilation. Rather, it must be recognized and challenged as a deracializing and often dehumanizing act of indexical bleeding. And although I have focused primarily on how misnaming is wielded by whites against other racialized groups, this act can be perpetrated by anyone who benefits from structural power on the basis of race, class, language, and/or citizenship—that is, members of most groups at one point or another. The responsibility of those in such situations is therefore not to master all possible names but to avoid symbolically dominating others through misnaming.

To conclude, then, I offer a few tips on how to avoid “calling people out of their names.” Though aimed at anyone who struggles with names they view as unfamiliar, in the U.S. context these suggestions are especially important for those of us who are white, affluent, English-dominant, and U.S.-born and who therefore have the least to lose in the raciolinguistic politics of misnaming—and who therefore have the greatest responsibility not to misname others. The recommendations below are especially relevant when speaking with new or distant acquaintances, but it is wise to exercise caution even when talking with friends about their names, since names are an intimate part of selfhood.

(1) Don’t remark on the unusualness of a name or its spelling. Don’t ask about the origin of a name (or worse, blurt, “What is that?”). Avoid treating some names as normative and others as nonnormative.

(2) Ask people how they prefer that you address them, and always address them that way. Don’t object if the name they prefer that you use toward them is different from that used by others (e.g., family members, close friends). Never use a nickname or otherwise adapt or change someone’s name without their explicit indication that this new name is welcome.

(3) Make the effort to correct your ignorance; don’t expect the bearer of the name to do the work for you. It can be useful to ask other acquaintances how to pronounce someone’s name, but don’t assume that what they tell you is correct. The Internet is also a helpful resource for this purpose, but keep in mind that people may not pronounce their names in line with prescriptive guidelines.

(4) Finally, if you remain in doubt about what to call someone or about how to spell or pronounce their name, simply ask—politely and apologetically. Never blame someone for their name.

(And for the record, it’s [ˈbaɪk.holts].)
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3. During the run-up to the 2008 election, President Obama was known among some African American voters as “the brothas with the funny name” (Alim and Smitherman 2012, 3). Contrasting with this affectionate characterization is the disturbing tendency for journalists and politicians to confuse the names of Barack Obama and terrorist Osama bin Laden. The most widely discussed of such “gaffes” was made in 2007 by Presidential candidate Mitt Romney during the Republican primary (Silverstein 2011).
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